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ABSTFLKT 
Let W = ( wii) be a fixed n X n matrix of positive entries, and consider the 
W-weighted I, norm defined on CnXn by 
11 AlI W,w = max IOij”ijl> 
i.j 
A = ((Yij). 
The main purpose of this note is to prove that for this norm, multiplicativity, strong 
stability, and quadrativity are each equivalent to the condition (W_ 1)2 < W_ 1, where 
W-1 = (wij ‘) is the Hadamard inverse of W. Among other things we also show that 
if II l ll~,~ is k-bounded for some k > 2, then it is stable. 
As usual, a real valued mapp 
complex matrices, is a norm if for 
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and subquadrative (or simply, quadrative) if 
N( A2) < N( A)2 A E Lx,= 
We further say that N is strongly stable if 
N( A’) < N( A)k ~A~@,,,,k=1,2,3 ,.... 
For A = (aij) E cnXn, let 
II AlI 00 = max (qJ 
i ,j 
denote the well-known I, norm of A, and let W = (oij) be a fured n X n 
matrix of positive entries. Then the W-weighted I, norm on C, Xn till be 
defined by 
II AlI W,m = max I OijcYijJ, 
i,j 
A = (“ii). 
In other words, 
II AlI w,oc = IlW 0 AL 
where W 0 A is the adamard (i.e., entrywise) product of W and A. 
We let 
matrix obtain 
r, for real n X 
A+= a 0 0 ij 
by taking the absolute values of the entries of A. 
matrices A and we write 
A< 
pairs of corresponding entries. observe (see 
and monotonic, namely 
Denoting by 
w-1 = “ii’ ( ) 
the Hadamard inverse of W, we use the above pre minaries to prove: 
THEOREM I.. The fobwing are equivalent: 
(a) 11 l Ilw,* is multiplicative. 
(b) 11 l Ilw,m is strongly stable. 
(c) II l IIw,~ is quadratiue. 
Cd) (W-J2 G W_,. 
proof. Obviously, (a) implies (b), and (b) implies (4. 
Next, assume (c). Surely 
Ilw,Ilw,m = 1. 
Hence 
Il(w_ ,)“ll,,m < Ilw_ ,115.w = 1. 
Thus 
Ilw qK~)“llW G 1, 
which shows (d). 
Finally, assume (d), and let us prove (a). Let 
E CnXn, !IAhv,x = 11 
tidently (compare [ 1, eorem 1.111, II l ;I~Y,~ is multi 
an = , 
158 S AN 
implies of course 
ij\ < oil, i, j = l,..., n. 
end as 11 l Ilw,m is absolute and monotone, it is easy to see that the maximum 
in (2) is attained for 
~ij = Pij = Oval, i, j = l,...,n, 
i.e., for A = B = IV_,. We thus obtain 
p .= ll(w_~)211w., = Ilwo(w_J211~, 
so from (d) we get p 6 P. 
Given a positive integer k, we shall say that II l Ilw,m is k-bounded if 
11 Ak 11 w,ao G b#v,m A E Ckn- . . I. ,. 
Hence Theorem 1 indicates that quadrativity, i.e. 2-boundedness, implies 
k-boundedness for all k. A s we shall see, boundedness for k larger than 2 will 
not insure quadrativity. 
We begin by recording: 
EMMA 1. II l JIW,m is k-bounded if and only if 
(W_l)k G w-1. (3) 
Pz*oQf. First assume that II l Ilw,w is k-bounded. Then as in the proof of 
an follows. 
Conversely assume (3). Clearly, 11. Ilw,m is k-bounded if and only if 
s ES 
As for e m~rnum in (4) is attained for A = -1; so 
A, = II(W_$llw,m = Ilw qw_ $llc% 
and by (3) we get A, < I_. 
We now proceed to prove: 
'THEOREM 2. Let m > 3. Then there exists a W for which II l Ilw,m is 
m-bounded, but not Z-bounded. 
Proof. Let E be the n X n matrix whose entries are all equal 1, and set 
w-1 = 71 + -rE, n 
where 7 is a positive constant. By the lemma, it suffices to specify T such that 
(cw-l>")ij = (W_,)ij, i #j, 
((WLl)"),,, < (W_l)ij, d -j, 
and 
((w-1)2)ij > (w-,)ij, i f j- 
Using the fact that E 2 = nE, we get 
Tk 
= ~~1 + -(Zk - 1)E. 
n 
e entries of(W_Jk, k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., are 
Y 
+ 6 a 6 1, we use (6) to veri+ (5), and the 
As a consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 we &et without difficuky: 
~OROL~RY 1. I;& m >, 3. ‘Fhen there exists tz W for which 11 pI~w,~ is 
oundizd but not stron& stable. 
Relaxing our definition of strong stability, we say that II l Illv,m is ~~~~~e if 
for some positive constant ff” 
With this new definition we can sweeten the bitterness of Corollary 1 as 
follows: 
Proof. We shall prove by induction that 
W-1 
m+k(m--1) < w_l, k = 0, 1,2,. . . . (7) 
Indeed, bY hypothesis an en-una 1 we have 
(8) 
0. Next assume (7). As the entries of W_, are positive, 
m+(k+ 1x972- 1) 
-1 
1 we get 
mma 1, for eat 
Hence, 
where p indicates the spectral radius. Consequently, II l Ilw,m is spectrally 
dmninant, i.e., 
Thus by the celebrated Friedland-Zenger theorem [3, Theorem 11, 11 l Iiw,p is 
stable, and the proof is complete. 
Contrary to what one might have expected, the converse of Theorem 3 is 
fake, i.e., stability does not imply k-boundedness for any k 2 2. To see this, 
consider the 2 X 2 example 
l P+8 
w-1 = - ( 1-e 2 l- 1 8 l-l-8 o<e<1. 
We have 
w-1 = Q-l]Q, 
I=(:, ;), Q=Q-'=+ 
4 
Hence 
4162 c 
et e 
A, = rn~(ll Ak Ilwp : E @2x2, Ilav,~ = q, 
where, as in the proof of Lemma 1, the maximum is attained for A = W_ I. 
Since 
we obtain 
1 1 
1+8 1-o 
1 1 
-- 1-0 1 +B 
ence 
II Ak II 
I. 
c I- 
II Al k w,= 1 _ W,* Et @2X2~ k = 1,2,3, l ‘ l , 
i.e., II * IIw,~ is st 
e conclude our note by referring to the special case 
= constant > 0, 
II AlI wp = II 41 009 
e~rem P we t 
a fact that was established long ago, first in [S] and later i 
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